IMSciences celebrates 4th Convocation
(Day 1)
IMSciences on Sunday, 23 December 2018 celebrated its 4th convocation in the Research &
Seminars Block situated inside the Institute’s premises. The Chief Guest of the ceremony was
Mr. Nouman Wazir Khattak, Member of the Senate of Pakistan and Chief Executive of FF
Steel. Director IMSciences, Dr. Muhammad Mohsin Khan and Joint Director IMSciences, Dr.
Usman Ghani accompanied the chief guest to the convocation hall amid graduates, parents and
distinguished faculty of IMSciences standing in his honour.
Today marked the first of three parts of IMSciences’ 4th convocation, whereby the first one was
in honour of Masters Graduates, the second would be in honour of BBA Graduates on 26th of
December and the final would be in honour of all the remaining Bachelor programs’ Graduates
on 27th of December.
Dr. Mohsin officially welcomed graduates, parents, guests, members of the press and the Chief
Guest. He then congratulated the graduates on their achievement and reminded them how
fortunate they were to be among the top eight percent of Pakistan’s population who had
acquired higher education. He then briefly informed the chief guest regarding IMSciences’
many accomplishments in the fields of research, academics and social causes.
Mr. Nouman in his speech addressed the graduates and shared some personal experiences in
order to push the graduates to keep persevering in their practical lives regardless of the
hardships that are bound to come along their way. He reminded all the graduates what an
honour and accomplishment it is to be in the seats that they occupied.
After his speech, Mr. Nouman Wazir along with Dr. Mohsin and Dr. Usman Ghani started
presenting graduates with their respective medals and degrees. A total of 319 graduates were
awarded today, out of which 46 graduates received gold medals and 24 received silver medals.
The ceremony concluded with all graduates paying homage to the age old tradition of throwing
their caps in the air.

